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Titus Flavius Clemens, also known as Clement of Alexandria was a Christian theologian who
taught at the Catechetical School of Alexandria. A convert to.New Age thought is really not all
that new, nor is the twentieth century the first time Christians have been forced to respond to
this strain of religious teaching.Saint Clement of Alexandria, Latin name Titus Flavius
Clemens, (born ad , Athens—died between and , ; Western feast day November 23; Eastern.St.
Clement was an early Greek theologian and head of the catechetical school of Alexandria.
Athens is given as the starting-point of his journeyings, and was.On the other hand, he is
called “St. Clement of Alexandria” not only in the Catholic catechism, but also in the
Compendium of the Social Doctrine of the Church.Clemens is today called Clement of
Alexandria (c. AD –c. )—his city of residence is added to distinguish him from the earlier
Clement of Rome.Clement of Alexandria (Titus Flavius Clemens), was the first well-known
theologian of the Church of Alexandria. He was born about the middle.In the second century,
one such man was Titus Flavius Clemens, known better today as Clement of Alexandria.
Although born to pagan parents, Clement.G. W. Butterworth, Clement of Alexandria:
Exhortation to the Greeks; Rich Man's Salvation; To the Newly Baptized (Harvard University
Press, ).INTRODUCTORY NOTE TO CLEMENT OF ALEXANDRIA. [a.d. ] The second
century of illumination is drawing to a close, as the great name of this .Clement of Alexandria
(c. – ) (Titus Flavius Clemens) was an early Christian philosopher and one of the most
distinguished teachers of.The date and place of birth of Clement of Alexandria, born Titus
Flavius Clemens, are not known, though it is likely that he was born in the decade Clement, a
Christian intellectual who flourished in late second-century Alexandria, offers a perspective on
the orthodox theology of arithmetic that departs from.Titus Flavius Clemens (c. – c. ), known
as Clement of Alexandria, was a Christian theologian who taught at the Catechetical School of
Alexandria.Clement of Alexandria (Titus Flavius Clemens), was the first member of the
Church of Alexandria to be more than a name, and one of its most.Clement was the first great
writer of the catechetical school of Alexandria, a city which under his influence became the
intellectual center of.Clement of Alexandria (Titus Flavius Clemens) was one of the most
erudite Christian writers of the 2nd century. As little is known of Clement's.Clement of
Alexandria - Learn about the life and death of Clement. Find out information about his time as
an apologist for the church.Titus Flavius Clemens, St. Clement of Alexandria was probably
born a pagan in Athens about A.D. He was one of the first great leaders in Christian
Africa.Clement was a Christian Apologist, missionary theologian to the Greek cultural world,
and second known leader of the catechetical school of Alexandria.Discover librarian-selected
research resources on Clement of Alexandria from the Questia online library, including
full-text online books, academic journals.
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